McMaster Social Sciences Society

2020/2021 Executive Meeting
29th Meeting: January 17th, 2020, / 6:30 pm

ATTENDEES:
-

President: Cole Badiani
VP Programming: Maryam Denno
VP External: Megan Lesiuta
VP Finance: Finley Kibbey-Dunne
Internal Assistant: Danielle Fernandes

RECAP:
Important Dates:
●
●

Student award applications: available Feb 21, @11:59 PM
● Total of 4 awards (each $600)
Presidents council meeting: January 16th @1:00 PM
● The second half of the meeting will be open for the core team to
bring topics up!

First-year survival guide
●
●
●

Wellness no longer wants to do with a first-year survival guide
Cole will be taking this task on!
Hopefully completed by the end of January

Presidential and Vice-Presidential Elections
●
●
●

Meeting with Kristen Choi to talk about how the election will be run this
year tomorrow (January 11)
We, Will be brainstorming new ideas for campaigning and campaign
verification
Hopefully, revamp the election process

Planner applications and interviews
●

Making was due lastpast Friday

●
●
●

Only 6 applications
Potentially hire the rep team first and have internal leaders within the rep
teams
Speaking to planners later this week

Constitution Amendments
●
●
●

It’s ready to go!
All edits have been made and completed
Cole will be sending you a copy tonight and you must sign it and send back
● Signatures will be consolidated into one copy

Graphic Designs
●

●
●

Rebranding opinions will be made today
● Cole will let carter know about our feedback on the first and second
logo designs
Moving forward to be more inclusive to all our students
Hopefully, make decisions next meeting

AGENDA:
Round Table Updates:
- Mack
- Come to GA tomorrow 10 mins early
- Have your peripherals sign the contracts if they have not done so
already
- Megan:
- Imaan chose a day for her COVID19 trivia event: March 16th
- Chatime has been emailing Megan about being a sponsor
- Maryam:
- Next event: January 27th Bake-off
- Made graphic seeking performers for the coffee house
- Formal
- talking about potential gifts to send to attendees
- Cole can see if Tracey Prowse to see if they can provide funds for
the performers
- Raffle
- The money used for the raffle will be going to Neighbour
to Neighbour
- Potentially using Etsy or Event site
- Prizes will be ordered from Amazon to cover shipping
- Sponsorships

-

-

-

Two of the sponsors are from alcohol companies
- Cole will check if we can give these prizes away

Career crawl
- Sent email to presidents with the tool kit
- Event proposals are due on the 29th of January
Cole will share La Piazza head chef’s contact info for a potential cooking
night
Events that take place in April will be passed on from Maryam to the
next VP Programming
- Try to have minimal events

Finn:
- Called CIBC and they said we can create separate accounts with one
master account
- Finn will call again to take further steps
- Cole and Finn will meet Thursday at 12:00PM to draft out an
accounts plan

BluCru apps
- Will be sifted through cole and planners
- Interviews will also be done by cole and planners
- BluCru reps will be around 50-80 for Sept 2021
- The planning committee will be picked through BluCru
Wellness Liason
- Discord group has been made!
- Used for meditation and relaxation
- Mainly study sessions
- They will likely contact Megan to share the server
- Wanted to make a statement on Bell Let’s Talk day
- Cole will remind them they need to do EHOSS at least 3 weeks in advance
Presidents Meeting
- Realized Academic events are typically more successful than social events
- Next meeting: February 6th at 1:00 PM
Presidential and Vice-Presidential Elections
- Meeting with Kristen Choi this week to talk about an online campaign
- Week of the 25th is the nomination period
- Cole will get dates to Megan to begin the promotion
The Constitution
- Finn and Maryam need to send signatures to Cole

-

A few edits need to be made that Maryam found
- We will edit as we go

Graphics
- The New Pitch deck was sent today!
- Graphic #2 was chosen!
- Cole will contact carter to find different colourways
- Could potentially use this logo as sweaters

